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Auto Transmission Fluid Check
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Transmission fluid (or the transmission for that matter) isn’t the sort of thing most people

think of very often. If your vehicle is running well, you probably don’t give it a second

thought. But if you’re starting to notice any changes or hesitations in the way

your vehicle shifts gears, you might start to think about the transmission.

Transmission repair or replacement can be quite expensive, so it’s important to remember

to check the transmission fluid regularly. Keeping on top of this vital component

can help to extend the life of your transmission and save you from costly repairs.

Don’t delay and risk a costly transmission replacement. Contact Ace Auto

Repair, the top master auto mechanics in West Jordan, Utah. 

Request a Quote!

Transmission fluid is something you can check yourself on most automatic vehicles. But if

you’re like most people, you might need a little assistance knowing just what you’re

checking. To find out, keep reading.

What is Transmission Fluid?

Transmission fluid is a lubricant designed to optimize the functioning of a motor vehicle

transmission, including lubricating valve operations, and reducing torque converter

friction, brake friction, and facilitating proper operation of other parts.

Functions of Transmission Fluid
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Whether your vehicle has an automatic transmission or a standard (manual) one, it needs

a liquid lubricant and coolant to keep the component functioning well. Some manual

transmissions may require regular engine oil and others require transmission fluid as

used for automatic transmissions. Automobile transmission fluid is formulated to

perform multiple functions simultaneously:

Helps the transmission run smoothly

Enables smoother gear shifting

Lubricates the parts as it circulates in the transmission

Serves as a coolant for the transmission

Cleans the internal parts of the transmission

Protects synchronizers from wear

Protects other metal parts from excessive wear

When to Change Transmission Fluid

You must know when to change your car's transmission fluid. But, how do you know how

often to change transmission fluid? Like various other types of fluids used in automobiles,

transmission fluid degrades over time from continuous use. So, the fluid naturally needs

to be changed to maintain it in good condition.

The normal frequency of transmission fluid change for particular years makes, and

models of vehicles vary between every 30,000 to 60,000 miles. Check your Owner’s

Manual for instructions on when to make routine periodic changes of transmission fluid.

When you change the fluid, be sure to record the mileage so you can
track it and determine when the next fluid change will be due.

However, if your car is driven in conditions that strain the transmission or is handled with

rough driving habits, you’ll need to change the fluid more often. See the section below for

details on why and when to change transmission fluid more frequently.

Reasons to Change Transmission Fluid More Often

If your car is frequently driven in ways and/or under conditions that cause a lot of extra

wear on the engine, transmission, suspension, or other working parts, changing the

transmission fluid more often is recommended. For example, if any of these driving

situations apply, increase the frequency of your transmission oil changes:

Type of vehicle (car, truck, etc.)

Transmission type (automatic or manual (also called “standard”)

Make, model, and year of the vehicle

Towing a trailer or boat

Carrying heavy loads

City driving (with a lot of stop signs and traffic jams)

Extreme or irregular driving habits

Transmission type (standard/manual or automatic)
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Worn gears or other parts may necessitate urgent fluid change

Contaminants in the fluid indicate urgent fluid change needed

How Long Should Transmission Fluid Last?

Transmission fluid is typically expected to last for between 30,000 to 60,000 miles of

driving, depending on all the factors mentioned in the section above. But, as explained

above, if your car undergoes harsh driving that strains the car’s mechanical parts, you

should consider changing transmission oil more often.

You should check your transmission fluid at least every 30,000 miles for an automatic

transmission and every 50,000 miles for a standard transmission.

Examine your transmission oil periodically, using the methods explained
in the sections below to determine if it needs to be changed.

Remember, when deciding how often to change transmission fluid, factor in your vehicle

type, your driving patterns, whether you drive mostly in the city or on rural roads if you

encounter a lot of traffic jams, and other circumstances listed above.

All vehicles with automatic transmissions require transmission fluid. Some vehicles with

manual transmissions use transmission fluid, but others use gear oil or even engine oil.

Problems with Transmission Fluid

Not all transmissions are alike, but they all require servicing after wear and tear causes

debris to accumulate the transmission fluid. Problems can also develop inside a

transmission that can lead to damage or degradation of the fluid, which can then lead to

further problems.

Poor quality transmission fluid, or a low fluid level can lead to symptoms in a

transmission’s functioning. If the fluid is too low, the transmission may overheat. If the

transmission fluid quality is poor, which you can often determine by the look and smell of

the fluid, you may experience one of these symptoms of transmission problems:

There may be a momentary delay in motion after shifting gears.

The transmission may hesitate before you feel it registering the shift in gear.

The transmission might grind.

It may make a clunking noise during shifting.

In some cases, transmissions start slipping from one gear into a different one (often

into Neutral), which is a dangerous problem.

Excessive transmission fluid thickness can also prevent proper flow of the lubricant

through the transmission, which can lead to various issues.

What Should Transmission Fluid Look and Smell Like?
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It might be surprising to discover how much critical information about your vehicle

transmission can be acquired by evaluating the appearance and odor of the transmission

fluid. But, knowing and understanding information about appropriate transmission fluid

smell and appearance is an automobile owner’s first line of defense against premature

transmission repair or replacement.

What Color is Transmission Fluid?

Here is a general guide to the colors of transmission fluid when new and throughout the

phases of change over time as the fluid is exposed to normal use inside a vehicle, and/or

to potential transmission problems that can affect the condition of the fluid:

What Color is Transmission Fluid?

Bright Red Transmission Fluid Equals New

Brand new transmission fluid is usually a dark red color, so this is a good sign. It should

also be translucent or see-through. Transmission fluid that is in ideal condition should be

comparatively odorless or even have a faintly sweet aroma. If your transmission fluid is a

deep hue of see-through red and doesn’t have any off-putting smell to it, you’re in great

shape. Just continue routine monitoring of your vehicle’s mileage and/or the amount of

time passed since the last time you had transmission service, to determine when you

should have a checkup and routine servicing of the transmission.

Pink Transmission Fluid is Good

As transmission fluid starts to age, it will fade slightly in color. If you check your

transmission fluid and it turns out pink or pinkish-red, you’re still in pretty good shape.

In this range, it’s unlikely that your transmission fluid would be to blame for any issues,

so if you’re having them, it’s time to bring the vehicle in.
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However, if it is a cloudy, foamy, milkshake pink color, it usually means

you’ve experienced a failure in your radiator. This could also mean water

contamination.

Pinkish Brown Transmission Fluid is Borderline

As the transmission fluid continues aging, the fluid can start to

break down. If it’s starting to look more brown than pink, it’s

getting close to time to change it. A slightly brownish tint, and a

lightly burned odor, like burning marshmallows, means the fluid is

starting to become burned. At this stage, it’s probably time for

transmission maintenance service. If it appears to be working well,

then just plan to have a transmission fluid change sometime in the reasonably near

future.

Brown Transmission Fluid is Bad

If your transmission fluid is fully brown, it’s worn out, and you want

to get it changed right away. It could indicate that the fluid’s ability

to remove heat has been lost. You are starting to run the risk of

damage to the transmission if you don’t get it changed soon. Brown

transmission fluid that smells like burnt toast or smells like varnish

is burned, and you might have already been experiencing operating

problems with your transmission.

But, if the transmission seems to be working well, having the fluid completely replaced

and changing the filter might be enough to avoid a serious problem. However, at this

point, it’s clear enough that the transmission is becoming worn, and the most you can

expect from this level of servicing is to gain some time before you must have transmission

work.

Black Transmission Fluid is Burnt

If your fluid is black or has a burnt smell to it, it’s no longer able to do its job, and there is

likely some damage to your transmission. You’ll want to get your transmission serviced as

quickly as possible. You really want to avoid your transmission fluid getting to this stage.

If the transmission is damaged, a repair or replacement will be needed soon. If your

transmission fluid is black with an extreme stench — the fluid is burned to a serious

degree, and the transmission will probably need rebuilding or replacement. Related issues
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may also now exist, such as a cooling system problem or clogging in the trans cooler.

These systems need to be examined, to avoid the risk of transmission failure again after

rebuilding.

Excessively hot transmission fluid has a different smell, more like burning rubber than

burnt oil. This can indicate either that transmission fluid is leaking and is dripping onto

hot parts of the engine, in which case transmission fluid leak repair is required. Or, this

odor can be caused by transmission fluid that is in extremely dirty condition, in which

case it must be drained completely and replaced with new fluid, in order to avoid risk of

transmission failure. 

Other Unusual Colors

Some manufacturers have started dyeing certain transmission fluids with bright,

translucent blue or green. These colors aren’t a cause for alarm, and the continuum works

the same. The darker, browner, and more opaque it gets, the more important it is to

change.

This handy color guide should help to demystify this process for you. If you’ve checked

your transmission fluid and the results are anywhere past a translucent pink, you don’t

want to delay and risk a costly transmission replacement. 

Transmission Fluid Viscosity

Transmission fluid is a fairly thin lubricant, significantly thinner than motor oil.

Normally, transmission fluid does become slightly thicker over time. When the fluid is

becoming too viscous and is not flowing properly through the transmission, it is probably

time to flush and replace transmission fluid.
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Transmission fluid becomes thinner when the transmission is in use while the vehicle is

running, and then it thickens a little after cooling during the hours after use. The best

time to check the transmission fluid level is after the vehicle has been running, in order to

get the most accurate measurement. Keep in mind that if the transmission fluid contains

much particulate matter, that can impact the accuracy of the fluid level reading.

Other Methods of Determining the Condition of Your Transmission

The condition of the transmission fluid is just one of numerous things a technician will

inspect to determine the health of a vehicle transmission. The examination must also

include looking for any form of material loose in the transmission pan, indicators of issues

identified in the computer system’s codes, and the vehicle’s operating condition as it

pertains to the transmission, among other inspection points.

Contact Our Trusted Master Mechanics at Ace Auto Repair in West
Jordan, Utah Today

We are a family-owned auto repair shop. We specialize in the service of all makes and

models of cars, trucks, vans, and SUVs. All our mechanics are ASE Certified, and all stay

current with technology updates for today’s high-tech vehicle systems.

Schedule a service with master mechanics at Ace Auto today! We are located in
West Jordan, Utah. Give us a call at 801-803-6016 for a free repair quote. All of our
services are guaranteed!
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